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Chemically converted graphene: scalable chemistries
to enable processing and fabrication

Sanjeev Gambhir1, Rouhollah Jalili2, David L Officer1,2 and Gordon G Wallace1,2

Graphene, a nanocarbon with exceptional physical and electronic properties, has the potential to be utilized in a myriad of

applications and devices. However, this will only be achieved if scalable, processable forms of graphene are developed along

with ways to fabricate these forms into material structures and devices. In this review, we provide a comprehensive overview of

the chemistries suitable for the development of aqueous and organic solvent graphene dispersions and their use for the

preparation of a variety of polymer composites, materials useful for the fabrication of graphene-containing structures and

devices. Fabrication of the processable graphene dispersions or composites by printing (inkjet and extrusion) or spinning

methods (wet) is reviewed. The preparation and fabrication of liquid crystalline graphene oxide dispersions whose unique

rheologies allow the creation of graphene-containing structures by a wide range of industrially scalable fabrication techniques

such as spinning (wet and dry), printing (ink-jet and extrusion) and coating (spray and electrospray) is also reviewed.
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INTRODUCTION

Graphene that can be easily obtained from abundant natural or
synthetic resources without significant energy consumption has the
potential to breathe a new life into nanotechnology.1 To realize this,
the development of scalable chemistries is required that facilitate
processing and fabrication in such a way that the inherent properties
of graphene are maintained within material structures or devices. This
will involve chemistries for the most part that enable efficient
graphene integration with a host polymer, and that result in
formulations with rheological properties that allow the use of
fabrication tools such as fiber spinning or printing.2–4 This report is
a chemist’s perspective on the methods developed for the production
of graphene and graphene precursors, their integration into polymers
and their fabrication into useful structures.
The impressive properties of this atom-thick sheet of aromatic

carbons have created enormous interest in utilizing graphene in a wide
variety of areas since Geim and Novoselov first demonstrated the
mechanical exfoliation of graphene from graphite using Scotch tape,
groundbreaking work that led to their award of the 2010 Nobel Prize
in Physics.5 Although this and other types of physical methods readily
give sheets of graphene that can be used for fabricating various
laboratory scale devices, it is chemical exfoliation methods that present
the most likely opportunities for large-scale graphene production. As
outlined in the resulting large number of reviews produced over the
past 5 years, a wide variety of chemical methods for the production of
graphene have been developed.6 Reviews on graphene produced by

chemical oxidation, the potential of such methods for production and
its possible commercial applications have been prepared by Park et al.6

and Kaner and co-workers.7,8 Chemical exfoliation methods for the
production of graphene have also been reviewed.9,10 However,
chemistries leading to scalable quantities of graphene in a form
amenable to subsequent fabrication with or without integration into
host polymer structures have not been adequately covered in reviews.
The properties of graphene needed for a specific application require

a tailored approach to processing and fabrication. For example,
chemical vapor deposition has predominantly been used to produce
thin, highly conducting films for electronic/optoelectronics or
bioelectronics11 or for optically transparent films.12–14 Chemically
converted graphene (CCG) has been used to form electrodes for
energy conversion (solar cells) and storage (batteries/capacitors),15–23

industrial catalysis,24 chemical and bio-sensing applications25 as well as
polymer composites with improved mechanical and electrical
properties.26,27 The difference in the kinds of applications suitable
for each type of graphene preparation largely reflects the graphene
sheet or platelet size produced, with mechanical or thermal exfoliation
typically resulting in large single or several layer sheets that are
challenging to handle and fabricate into devices, whereas chemical
exfoliation produces smaller dispersible platelets that can be more
readily processed and produced on a large scale. Chemical processing
can also be used to produce large sheets of graphite oxide as stable
dispersions. Such dispersions are amenable to fabrication and
subsequent reduction to graphene.
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Within each of these approaches, there is a wide variety of
preparation conditions. The key parameters that influence the steps
involved in producing graphene from graphite and the processing as
well as fabrication strategies that can be used to produce graphene
containing composites or devices will be reviewed here.
The chemical production of dispersible graphenes is generally

achieved through oxidation of natural or synthetic graphite to give
graphite oxide that must be exfoliated to generate dispersible single
sheets of graphene oxide (GO) (Figure 1). Reduction of this GO
dispersion under carefully chosen conditions allows the reformation of
the aromatic graphene sheets without aggregation to a graphitic-type
multilayered structure. This dispersed chemically converted graphene
or CCG can then be utilized to fabricate devices directly or via
composite formation. While this approach generally produces an
integrated graphenic material that is reasonably defect-free, a more
common approach to composite and device formation has been to
fabricate composites and devices with GO followed by a reduction step
to produce the graphenic material (Figure 1). In this regard, the use of
highly dispersed liquid crystalline GO (LCGO), a graphene precursor
that can be readily processed and fabricated into a wide variety of
structures using a number of different 3D fabrication methods, offers
significant advantages.4,28 The LCGO nanoplatelets are more than
10 times larger than the typical GO nanoplatelets affording highly
ordered structures in solution and thus more viscous solutions for
processing and fabrication. These larger nanoplatelets result from
oxidation of natural graphite.
In the following sections, we discuss the differences in natural and

synthetic graphite and the steps necessary to convert them into the
graphene, and finally convert them into composites or other devices.
We first explore the steps to enable processing and fabrication of the
graphene form. Then we discuss the steps involved that enable
processing and fabrication of GO, specifically LCGO, dispersions with
subsequent reduction to graphene.

SOURCE MATERIAL: NATURAL VS SYNTHETIC GRAPHITE

Naturally occurring graphite is a mineral whose morphology can vary
from micro-crystalline to macro-crystalline depending on its source
and formation conditions.29 It consists of graphitic carbon regardless
of its crystalline perfection. The most common source of graphite used
for chemical reactions, including its oxidation, is flake graphite, which
is a naturally occurring mineral that is purified to remove heteroa-
tomic contamination. The graphite content in the ore from which this

material is obtained varies and range from 5 to 98% carbon depending
on the source. The purity can be raised to 99.5% carbon, by means of
mechanical separation and flotation. In order to achieve purities of
499.9% carbon that are a prerequisite for some applications like
batteries, chemical (either acid or alkaline) or high-temperature
treatment is required.
In contrast, synthetic graphites are all normally prepared by heating

unstructured carbon at temperatures above 2500 °C. For example, Bay
Carbon grade SP-1 graphite (Bay Carbon, Inc., Bay City, MI, USA) is
obtained by the high temperature treatment of natural graphite. This
heat treatment induces order into a graphitic structure and provides
the high purity required for some specific applications. The character-
istic of the synthetic graphite varies depending on the raw material and
the heat treatment process used.29

The selection of graphite and subsequent processing depends on the
final properties of the graphene required. Typically, processable and
stable aqueous and organic dispersions of graphene platelets with sheet
sizes⩽ 1 μm are obtained by processing synthetic graphite or high
purity micro-crystalline natural graphite using chemical oxidation and
mechanical exfoliation route. In contrast, dispersions of larger sheets
of GO and LCGO (20–50 μm) can be obtained from macro-crystalline
natural graphite.

CHEMICAL INTERCALATION

In order to obtain single carbon layers, graphite must be intercalated
to render it susceptible to exfoliation. Graphene layers in natural/
synthetic graphite are stacked parallel on top of each other with a
separation of 3.35 Å.30 Although attraction between layers is not strong
enough to prevent sliding in the direction of the c axis, they are
sufficient to make it hard to exfoliate them as a single graphene sheet.
Overcoming the van der Waals interactions is crucial for separation of
the layers to produce single-layer graphene. Increasing the separation
between adjacent graphene sheets by intercalation helps achieve this.
The most successful strategy to exfoliate graphite is to weaken the
van der Waals interactions by chemical intercalation followed by
exfoliation.31

Intercalation of graphite can be achieved by exposing it to
appropriate atoms or molecules that enter in between the graphene
layers to form a graphite intercalation compound (GIC).32 In this
complex material, the intercalated compounds form a spacer layer.
The number of graphene layers between two intercalated layers is
called the stage, which is the most important and characteristic
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Figure 1 Steps involved in forming graphene composites or devices.
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ordering property of GIC. The first report on the synthesis of GIC was
in the early 1840s but the first systematic investigations did not begin
until after the introduction of X-ray diffraction methods in the early
1930s. However, it was only in the past few decades that the research
on GICs has become a field of intense activity in both academia and
industry. The synthesis and characterization of GICs has been the
subject of several review articles, where a large number of intercalators
(4100) are discussed.32,33 Generally, the intercalants can be classified
based on their interaction with graphite, whether they form donor
compounds such as alkali metals or acceptor compounds such as
sulphuric and nitric acids.
Intercalation of graphite with potassium, KC8, has been achieved by

reacting stoichiometric amounts of potassium with graphite overnight
at 200 °C.34 The product which is a bright gold powder was used to
produce graphite nanoplatelets on the order of 2–150 nm thickness.
The other most common intercalation method, is stirring natural
graphite with a mixture of concentrated sulphuric acid and nitric acid
(4:1, v/v) for 16 h at room temperature to obtain graphite
bisulphate.35,36 Reacting graphite with strong acid (H2SO4) and strong
oxidant (KMnO4), known as the modified Hummers method, is
another common method used to obtain predominantly stage 1
GIC.37 In the graphite bisulphate, the graphite structure remains
mainly intact because the guest molecules are only located in between
the carbon layers, whereas chemical intercalation with a strong oxidant
negatively affects the graphite’s electronic properties as its conjugated
sp2 structure is disrupted. Intercalation is also possible using milder
conditions through co-intercalation with iron chloride (FeCl3) and

nitromethane (CH3NO2).
38 In this method, iron chloride, a mild

oxidant, facilitates the intercalation of nitromethane between the
graphite layers without degrading the integrity of the graphene sheet
in contrast to the stronger oxidative conditions in which strong acid
and oxidant are employed for intercalation.39,40

OXIDATION OF GRAPHITE

Chemical intercalation of graphite using strong oxidant to produce
graphite oxide is the most common method for graphite intercalation.
There have been a wide variety of different approaches reported for
the oxidation of graphite including chemical and electrochemical
oxidation. Two approaches have been typically used to obtain
processable CCG, the most common being the oxidation of graphite
to give graphite oxide (Figure 1). Graphite oxide, after purification is
exfoliated to give GO as a stable dispersion and is subjected to
reduction to give a CCG dispersion. The use of strong chemical
oxidants leads to a high degree of defects in the graphitic structure
resulting in a highly oxidized GO. Subsequent selective reduction of
GO results in the removal of the majority of basal plane defects
with retention of the peripheral anionic functionalities that ensure
dispersion of the CCG. Alternatively, careful selective oxidation of
graphite using considerably milder oxidation conditions can result in
the introduction of just enough anionic functionalities on the
graphenic structure to allow dispersion of the CCG.41

The oxidation of graphite reported by Brodie in 1859 and
modified by Staudenmaier et al.42 in 1899 used KClO3, nitric acid
(490%) sulphuric acid, and was time consuming and hazardous.

Table 1 Comparison of different graphite sources, quantity of oxidant and its effect on the degree of oxidation and sheet size

Quantity of oxidant (moles)/

mole of graphite

Graphite source H2SO4 KMnO4 NaNO3

K2S2O8

+P2O5 Exfoliation method

Sheet lateral

size (μm)

C/O

(at. ratio) Ref.

Dixon powdered flake (source unknown) 5.08 0.23 0.07 — Not given — 2.25 43

Bay Carbon SP-1 (Bay Carbon, MI, USA) 5.08 0.23 0.07 — Ultrasonication o1 2.7 111

Natural graphite GAK-2 (Zavalyevskiy Graphite,

Kiev, Ukraine)

5.4 0.23 — 0.04 Ultrasonication 0.9–9 1.3 44

Graphite flake (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) 11 0.30 — — Stirring 420 — 112

Graphite flake (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) 26.4 0.46 0.8mole H3PO4 Stirring — — 49

Bay Carbon SP-1 (Bay Carbon, MI, USA) 5.4 0.23 — 0.04 Ultrasonication o1 — 50

Natural graphite (Asbury Carbons, Asbury, NJ, USA) 24 0.76 — — Shaking Mean=32 1.3 56

Natural graphite (Asbury Carbons, Asbury, NJ, USA) 24 0.38 — — Shaking Mean=37 — 3

Graphite powder (Guangfu Fine Chemical, Tianjin, China) 5.2 0.45 0.14 — Stirring o1 — 113

Graphite flake (Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) 29 0.30 — — Swirling 4100 — 114

Natural graphite, (Asbury Carbons, Asbury, NJ, USA) 3.86 1.7 — — Thermal expansion o1 2.64 40

Graphite powdera, ~ 100 mesh, 99.9995%

(Alfa-Aesar, Heysham, Lancashire, UK)

47

1. GONS1 22 0.08 — — Ultrasonication (1 h) 0.5–0.6 3.68

2. GONS2 22 0.15 — — Ultrasonication (1 h) 0.5–0.7 3.06

3. GONS3 22 0.23 — — Ultrasonication (1 h) ⩽0.2 2.31

Graphite⩾99.5%b (Source unknown) 48

1. HGTOc 5.9 0.23 0.07 — Ultrasonication (0.5 h) Mean=1.456 2.33

2. MGTO1d 5.9 0.23 0.07 — Ultrasonication (0.5 h) Mean=1.447 2.28

3. MGTO3e 5.9 0.23 0.07 — Ultrasonication (0.5 h) Mean=1.520 2.25

aGraphite oxidized using different quantities of oxidants.
bOxidized under different conditions of reaction temperature.
cAddition of reactants was done at low temperature and then the reaction temperature was raised to 35 °C and maintained for 2 h.
dAddition of reactants was done at low temperature and then the reaction temperature was raised to 60 °C for 15min.
eAddition of reactants was done at low temperature and then the reaction temperature was raised to 45 °C and maintained for 1 h.
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Hummers et al.43 developed a safer method that involved reacting
natural graphite with a mixture of NaNO3, KMnO4 and concentrated
H2SO4, to achieve the required high levels of oxidation. In order to
obtain a fully oxidized GO, Kovtyukhova et al.44 established a two-step
oxidation of graphite, initially treating the graphite with concentrated
H2SO4, K2S2O8 and P2O5 followed by oxidation using Hummers
method.45,46 These three methods comprise the primary routes for
forming GO. As summarized in Table 1, a myriad of approaches to
graphite oxidation have emerged. The product obtained varies
according to the nature of the oxidant, the graphite source and the
reaction conditions employed. The oxidation step and associated clean
up to remove excess reactants and products is time consuming
requiring many hours to days to complete.
Tailoring the degree of oxidation is important since the GO

obtained by using excessive oxidant quantities or harsh oxidation
conditions has more defects leading to significant distortions of the
graphene lattice Exfoliation of highly oxidized graphite oxide pre-
dominantly results in monolayer of GO and the efficiency of
exfoliation is improved but the lateral size of the sheets is reduced
(Table 1 and Table 2). Over-oxidized GO, though more dispersible in
aqueous media, requires harsher reduction conditions to restore the
graphene basal aromatic structure and thus conductivity.47,48

However, Tour et al.49 have shown that replacing sodium nitrate by
phosphoric acid and increasing the amount of KMnO4 in a modified
Hummers oxidation of graphite affords a more oxidized and
hydrophilic GO with no toxic gas production or large exotherm.
The resulting CCG obtained from the hydrazine reduction of the GO
is comparable in quality and conductivity with that of CCG from a
typical Hummers produced GO, making this an attractive approach
for large-scale graphene production.

A reduction in the quantity of oxidants and alternate oxidation
processes such as that developed by Tour49 are the key to future bulk
processing of CCG production.

EXFOLIATION OF GRAPHITE OXIDE

The exfoliation of graphite oxide to give stable dispersions of GO
followed by reduction of the GO to graphene, provides a facile route
to the large-scale processing of graphene-based materials.9,50 The
extent of oxidation and choice of exfoliation procedures used are
critical for controlling the efficiency of exfoliation, lateral sheet size as
well as the number of GO layers (Table 2).47,48,51–55 As the oxygen
content increases in the starting graphite oxide, the efficiency of
exfoliation also increases.47 For example, in their study of the capillary
zone electrophoresis of GO, Mueller et al.53 exfoliated graphite oxide
using high dilution at different intervals of ultrasonication over 15 h.
As observed in the atomic force microscopy images of the resulting
GO, the lateral size reduced over that time from the initial 10 μm to
100 nm.
The exfoliation of graphite oxide in aqueous medium is very much

dependant on the pH and ionic strength of the medium. Usually
neutral to basic pH and low ionic strength is preferred and this has
been achieved by repeated washing/dialysis of graphite oxide.16,56–58

The primary method of exfoliation of GO is ultrasonication in
aqueous,50 binary59 or organic solvents;51 however, spontaneous
exfoliation of extra-large sheets of GO to form stable dispersions in
different solvents has also been achieved.2,3,52,56,58,60

Ogino et al.54 reported the exfoliation of graphite oxide in water
without sonication. The authors used a new approach of rapid freezing
of an aqueous solution containing graphite oxide and subsequent
thawing of the resultant solid. The GO synthesized under these milder
exfoliation conditions has a lateral size at least threefold higher than

Table 2 Varying the extent of graphite oxidation and different exfoliation approaches resulting in GO

Graphite C/O ratio

Exfoliation method/

medium Time of exfoliation (min.)

Lateral size (μm)/height

profile by AFM (nm)

Efficiency of exfolia-

tion (%) Ref.

Graphite powder, ~ 100 mesh, 99.9995% 3.68a Ultrasonication/H2O 60 0.5–0.6/2.1–2.5 40 47

(Alfa-Aesar, Heysham, Lancashire, UK) 3.06a 60 0.5–0.7/1.0–1.2 90

2.31a 60 ⩽0.2/0.9–1.2 100

Graphite (99.5%, ~30 μm) 2.33b Ultrasonication/H2O 30 1.5/0.9–2.3 90.0 48

(source unknown) 2.28b 30 ~1.5/1.0 50.2

2.25b 30 ~1.5/1.0 95.8

Natural graphite, z-5F (Ito Graphite

Industries, Japan)

— Rapid freeze–thaw

method/H2O

Six freeze–thaw-centrifuga-

tion cycles

~3/1.0 80 54

Expandable graphite oxide from expandable

graphite (Qing Dao Graphite Company,

China)

2.7 Ultrasonication/DMF 60 ~1–4/1.0 100 51

Bay Carbon SP-1 (Bay Carbon, MI, USA) 2.4 Ultrasonication/H2O 0.0 10/1.0 — 53

10.0 1/1.0 —

30.0 0.5/1.0 —

90.0 0.25/1.0 —

900.0 0.10/1.0 —

Natural graphite 1.3 Self-exfoliation/H2O Centrifugationc ⩾37/0.83 Fully exfoliated 52

(Asbury Carbons, Asbury, NJ, USA) Self-exfoliation/DMF Centrifugationc ⩾12/1.1 Fully exfoliated

Self-exfoliation/CHP Centrifugationc ⩾20/1.0 Fully exfoliated

Self-exfoliation/THF Centrifugationc ⩾10/0.92 Fully exfoliated

Self-exfoliation/Acetone Centrifugationc ⩾17/0.86 Fully exfoliated

Self-exfoliation/EtOH Centrifugationc ⩾15/0.83 Fully exfoliated

Abbreviations: AFM, atomic force microscopy; CHP, N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone; DMF, dimethylformamide; THF, tetrahydrofuran.
aOxidation of graphite with increasing amounts of KMnO4.
bOxidation of graphite under varying conditions of temperature and time.
cAqueous dispersion of graphene oxide is repeatedly centrifuged and washed with selected solvent (6 times for 10–30min at 11000 r.p.m.) for self-exfoliation and stable dispersion.
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that of GO prepared using sonication (Table 2). Stankovich et al.61

considered the strong hydrophilicity of GO was the barrier for the
formation of GO nanoplatelets in organic solvents, and discovered that
isocyanate functionalization led to GO dispersion in organic solvent.
Jalili et al.52 have demonstrated exfoliation of ultra-large GO sheets

in both water and a wide range of organic solvents, overcoming the
practical limitations imposed on obtaining individual GO sheets with
larger sheet sizes for nonaqueous applications. This involved the use of
several washing steps followed by centrifugation to change the phase
from aqueous to other polar solvents, confirming the exfoliation of the
monolayer GO in each medium (Figure 2) by atomic force micro-
scopy imaging. Step height measurements performed on the samples
indicated that all of the samples contained single-layer GO sheets; as
the mean measured height was between 0.8 and 1.2 nm depending on
the solvent used. The thickness of a monolayer of graphene is
~ 0.34 nm, however, GO has functional groups that act as pillars
giving rise to the larger measured height. Hydrogen bonding of each
solvent molecule with GO results in different apparent sheet
thicknesses depending on the solvent molecular size and arrangement
on the surface of GO sheets.

REDUCTION OF GRAPHENE OXIDE

Procedures used for the reduction of GO have been extensively
reviewed.9,10,55 Reduction strategies include thermal, chemical and
multistep reduction procedures. Thermal reduction has been initiated
by convective heating, microwave or photo-reduction and for
chemical reduction, numerous chemical reagents, photo-catalysts
and electrochemical or solvothermal methods have been used. Chua
et al.9 discussed a range of reducing agents and compared the C/O
ratios and the conductivity attainable as a measure of the effectiveness
of the different procedures employed.

For the large-scale reduction of GO, the most widely used
procedures include chemical and thermal reduction. Other less
commonly used approaches include enzymatic, electrochemical
reduction, light catalyzed reduction and plasma-assisted methods as
discussed in previous reviews.9

Chemical reduction
Such processes are attractive and a wide range of reducing agents has
been studied for the chemical reduction of GO in view of the processes
being inherently scalable.9 One of the most common chemical
reductants is hydrazine, for which the ability to control pH during
the reduction enables a surfactant-free scalable preparation of aqueous
dispersions (Table 3).10,50,62

Pham et al.63 studied the effect of temperature on the extent of GO
reduction by hydrazine. The reduction of GO at low temperatures
(o30–50 °C) resulted in highly dispersible CCG in organic solvents.
CCG obtained from GO reduction at 30 °C is dispersible in N-methyl-
2-pyrrolidone concentrations in as high as 0.71mgml− 1. A free-
standing paper made of this CCG possessed an electrical conductivity
of more than 220 S cm− 1.
Anhydrous stable dispersions of CCG in dimethylformamide can be

prepared by redispersing hydrazine-reduced GO in the dimethyl
formamide with triethylamine.64 The same approach can be used to
disperse a more highly reduced CCG that has been prepared by
reducing GO by using both hydrazine and ammonia at 220 °C under
pressure for 2 h.64 This highly reduced CCG was shown to have an
O1S/C1S ratio of 0.06, which approaches that of graphite. These CCGs
with varying degrees of reduction form dispersions in anhydrous
dimethyl formamide that are stable for several months at concentra-
tions of 0.5–0.6mgml− 1.
Less toxic alternatives to hydrazine include ascorbic acid and

sulphur compounds (NaHSO3, SOCl2, SO2) (Table 3). For example,

Figure 2 Atomic force microscopy images of graphene oxide sheets prepared from various organic solvent. The marked line in each image shows the
measured thickness of the sheet. Reprinted with permission from Jalili et al.52 Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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a 0.05mgml− 1 dispersion of GO was reduced in a binary mixture of
dimethylacetamide (DMAc)/H2O using NaHSO3. When redispersed
in DMAc/H2O, the resulting graphene powder gave a stable dispersion
that was used to fabricate foils with a conductivity of 65 S cm− 1.65

The highest conductivities of CCG have been reported after chemical
reduction of GO using a HI/AcOH reductant and are as high as
304 S cm− 1 with high C/O ratios of up to 15.10,66 This can be achieved
with both solutions and films of GO. An NH3-borane reduction
method has also been used resulting in aqueous or organic dispersions
with a reported conductivity of 203 S cm− 1 for fabricated foils.67

Some of these processes are limited due to the low concentration of
dispersion that can be processed.

Thermal reduction
Since heat may have a role in processing and fabrication procedures,
the effect of this is the degree of reduction of GO Should be
considered. It has been shown that rapid heating of GO (⩾2000 °
Cmin− 1) resulted in exfoliated sheets wherein decomposition of
oxygen bearing functionalities was noted. This dual effect makes
thermal expansion of graphite oxide a promising route for bulk
processing. Schniepp et al.40 observed that below 500 °C, the C/O ratio
for the product obtained was no more than 7, and with temperatures
that reached 750 °C, the C/O ratio was higher than 13. Li et al.68

observed an effect of thermal annealing of foils prepared from
aqueous dispersions of CCG. Conductivity improved from ~40 to
~ 350 S cm− 1 after treatment at 500 °C.
Microwave treatment provides a promising approach for the

efficient large-scale production of CCG sheets. The main advantage

of microwave irradiation over other conventional heating methods is
that the heating of the reaction mixture is uniform and rapid.
A rapid rise in temperature due to the difference in the solvent/

substrates and reactant dielectric constants can provide significant
enhancement in the transfer of energy directly to the reactants. The
microwave-assisted synthesis of Fe-decorated rGO by in situ reduction
of ferrocene has been reported.69 A rGO/poly(amidoamine)-silver
nanoparticle composite was synthesized by in situ reduction of both
AgNO3 and GO under microwave irradiation.70 The development of a
stacked electrode supercapacitor cell using single-walled nanotubes/
microwave exfoliated GO composites as electrode material has been
reported.71 A composite material consisting of GO exfoliated under
microwave radiation and manganosite (MnO) was synthesized to
explore their potential as electrode material.72

LIQUID CRYSTALLINE DISPERSIONS OF GRAPHENE OXIDE

Natural graphite is the source of choice for LCGO production. The
common approaches to exfoliate GO, discussed earlier, apply extensive
mechanical forces such as sonication that break down the GO sheets
usually to sub-micron sizes. However, GO should have a lateral sheet
size greater than a few microns to be able to form a LC dispersion at
practical concentrations.2 The synthesis of large GO sheets is
dependent on two factors: the use of a starting material with large
graphite flakes and the avoidance of strong mechanical forces such as
vigorous ultrasonication.56 Pre-exfoliated graphite or expanded
graphite has been the most common precursor for making large GO
sheets as the open pores of the expanded graphite facilitates the
exfoliation process and makes exfoliation possible even by simple
stirring.3,56 The steps involved in fabricating graphene containing

Table 3 Selected examples of various GO reducing conditions along with the properties of the resulting CCG

Reducing agent Dispersion medium

Conc.

(mg ml−1) C/O ratio

Sheet size (μm)/

height profile (nm) Conductivity (S cm−1) Conditions of reduction Ref.

Hydrazine H2O 0.5 10.3 ~0.4–0.5/1 72 95 °C 57

Hydrazine Binary (DMF/H2O—9:1 v/v) 0.3 11.0 ~0.5/0.7–0.8 17 1 μl per 3mg of GO for

12 h at 80 °C

59

Hydrazine NMP 0.71 9.58 — 220 24 h at 30–50 °C 63

DMF 0.64

PC 0.66

Hydrazine Anhydrous DMF 0.6 16.6 ~0.4/0.9 99.4 4 h at 230 °C 64

L-ascorbic acid H2O, DMF and NMP 0.1 12.5 ~0.5/1.0 99.6 2mM for 15min 115

HI/AcOH DMF 0.3 6.7 — 304 40 h at 40 °C 66

NH3-borane THF and H2O 0.02–0.2 9.8–14.2 — 203 3–12 h at 80 °C 67

NaHSO3 H2O/DMAc=1:6 — 6.68 41/0.79–0.87 65 95 °C for 3 h 65

Abbreviations: CCG, chemically converted graphene; DMAc, N,N-dimethylacetamide; DMF, dimethylformamide; NMP, N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone; PC, propylene carbonate; THF, tetrahydrofuran.
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thermal expansion

FABRICATIONNatural
graphite

Expanded
graphite

LCGO
Graphene
devicesREDUCTION

PRE-EXFOLIATION OXIDATION

Graphene
Composites

FABRICATION

ADD/REACT WITH 
MONOMER, POLYMER
OR NANOMATERIAL

REDUCTION

Figure 3 Steps involved in forming graphene composites or devices via liquid crystalline graphene oxide formation.
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structures via the formation and utilization of LCGO dispersions are
summarized in Figure 3.

Thermal expansion of intercalated graphite
Open pores and very thin graphite layers in thermally expanded
graphite has made chemical solution exfoliation possible through
stirring. Therefore, expanded graphite was found to be the best
precursor for making GO containing large sheets.52,60 The most
common choice of intercalation compound is graphite bisulphate,
which can be expanded along the c-axis via rapid thermal heating at
1050 °C for 15 s.3,16,56 This rapid heating, results in thermal decom-
position of the intercalants into gaseous species that overcomes the
van der Waals attractions and forces the carbon layers apart. During
thermal expansion, the graphite expands up to ~ 300 times along the c
axis to transform the graphite platelets into worm shaped expanded
graphite (Figure 4).
The scanning electron microscope image of thermally expanded

graphite (Figure 4b) shows that although the graphene layers are
exfoliated, they still have partial connection to adjacent layers. It
should be noted that a minimum graphite particle size of 75 μm is
required for an efficient intercalation and expansion. If the particles
are not large enough, they mostly are oxidized on the edge rather than
intercalation occurring, and the expansion is negligible.73 Therefore,
natural graphite with a large grain size (that is, Asbury Carbons 3772)
is the source of choice for thermal expansion and LCGO production.
The production of LCGO is practically very important for the

fabrication of graphene-containing devices as the LC state can be
utilized to direct the inherent ordered assembly of GO in macroscopic
structures via industrially scalable methods such as spinning, printing
and coating.4,21,52 Jalili et al.2 have addressed the key features of GO
sheets governing the formation of LCGO dispersions and their
processability. They have suggested that the competition between
orientational and positional entropy in large sheets is the driver for LC
formation in GO dispersions. In their study, the LC phase was found
to form in dispersions containing large sheets, whereas the dispersion
of small GO sheets supports isotropic phase formation as illustrated in
Figure 5.
Figure 6 presents images of large GO sheets that were prepared

using expanded graphite. The dispersion contained ultra-large GO
sheets with an average lateral size of 37 μm that formed LC dispersions
at concentrations less than 1mgml− 1, which is far less than any other
colloidal dispersion.3,56 It is possible to evaluate the formation of
LCGO using polarized optical microscopy. Under crossed-polarizers,
the LCGO shows birefringence typical of lyotropic liquid crystals, as
shown in Figure 6d.

Formation of LCGO in various organic solvents is very exciting as
liquid crystals in organic solvents offer new possibilities to develop
potentially useful materials such as conductive inks, and to achieve
chemical reactions with non-water soluble reactants. Jalili et al.,52 have
reported the formation of LCGO in a large range of organic solvents
including ethanol, acetone, tetrahydrofuran, N-dimethylformamide,
N-cyclohexyl-2-pyrrolidone and a number of other organic solvents.
Before the introduction of LCGO in organic solvents, the number of
solvents that could support the LC phase was restricted to a very
limited range of multifunctional alcohols (such as ethylene glycol),
amides and a wide range of protic ionic liquids. In the case of LCGO,
its extraordinarily high aspect ratio and ability to form multiple
hydrogen bonds enables the formation of the LC phase in a wide range
of organic solvents, which were previously thought to be unable to
support LC phases. Figure 7 shows representative polarized optical
microscopy micrographs of LCGO in some selected organic solvents.

GRAPHENE POLYMER COMPOSITES

A detailed review on composite materials based on CCG has been
produced by Bai et al.74 Advances in graphene/polymer composites
using other types of graphene have also been reviewed.75–78

Two general approaches can be taken to the introduction of CCG
into polymers as previously described;74 a GO polymer composite can
be initially formed with subsequent reduction of the GO or the pre-
formed CCG can be introduced into the polymer. Within in each of
these general approaches there can be considerable variation in how
the polymer is introduced, whether by mixing or in situ polymeriza-
tion that may lead to covalently bound nanocomposites. In all cases,
restacking of the nanocarbon sheets must be minimized in order to
produce composites with improved, mechanical and electrical
properties.76 These approaches are briefly discussed below.

Solution mixing
In attempting to form a polymer composite with dispersed graphenes,
a common solvent for the polymer and the GO or CCG dispersion is
required. Introduction of the polymer should not cause graphene
aggregation. Table 4 summarizes examples of the outcomes from
solution mixing various graphenes and polymers using organic or
aqueous solvents. GO or CCG is dispersed in a suitable solvent like
water, acetone, chloroform, tetrahydrofuran, dimethyl formamide or
toluene, the polymer adsorbed on to the GO or CCG sheets, in situ
reduction undertaken as necessary and the solvent evaporated.
The formation of a variety of poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-nanocar-

bon composites by this method (Table 4) highlights the value of this
simple solution approach. GO sheets can be easily dispersed in

Figure 4 (a) Intercalated graphite after rapid thermal expansion at 700 °C, prepared in the Australian Research Council Centre of Excellence for
Electromaterials Science (University of Wollongong) laboratories. (b) Scanning electron microscope image of thermally expanded graphite.
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aqueous media and the mechanical properties and thermal stability of
composites with hydrophilic polymers such as poly(ethylene oxide)
(PEO) and PVA can be improved. Thus, using a simple and
environmental friendly water solution processing method, Yang
et al.79 prepared PVA-GO composite films. The tensile strength of
the 2 wt% PVA-GO composite film increased sharply by 92.2% from
22 to 42MPa and the modulus by 167% from 0.45 to 1.21 GPa. These
significant improvements are attributed to the homogeneous disper-
sion of GO in the polymer matrix, strong H-bonding and effective
load transfer across the PVA-GO interface. These improvements are
similar to those obtained by Zhao et al.80 for a PVA-graphene
composite, prepared by reducing the GO in situ.
In contrast, the tensile strength of PVA-GO fibers, prepared by a

simple coagulation spinning technique, was found to be 240MPa by
Wang et al.81 and could be improved even further (80%) by the
addition of single walled nanotubes (SWNTs). As for the PVA-
nanocarbon composite film work described above, reduction of the
GO to graphene did not significantly affect the tensile strength
although the fiber elasticity was dramatically improved. Notwithstand-
ing this, the use of pre-formed graphene (an aqueous dispersion of
CCG) to form a composite with SWNTs and PVA gives dramatically
improved toughness in wet spun fibers (see later).27

Similar improvements in hydrogel properties can be achieved by the
simple solution mixing of aqueous CCG with a biomaterial such as

chitosan. Sayyar et al.82 have demonstrated that CCG/chitosan
composites containing up to 3% graphene show large improvements
in conductivity and mechanical properties but retain the processability
and swellability of the polymer matrix. This results in a robust,
conducting biocompatible material that can be extrusion-printed into
3D scaffolds.
As is evident from the other selected examples in Table 4, large

improvements in the properties of a wide variety of polymers can be
achieved by the simple solution mixing of GO or graphene with the
polymer.26,83–87

Melt intercalation
Melt extrusion/mechanical blending is one of the most economical
and commercially viable methods for graphene nanocomposite
preparation. During this process, the graphene fillers are dispersed in
a thermoplastic polymer matrix without solvent using a shear force at
elevated temperatures by conventional methods such as extrusion and
injection moulding.76 Many researchers report using a melt mixing
process with the polymer and GO that is thermally reduced to graphene
during the mixing process rather than a pre-prepared CCG. However,
thermally reduced GO can produce graphene that is reduced in size and
significantly distorted, leading to a lower conductivities and poorer
mechanical property improvements. In this regard, Kim et al. compared
melt compounding, solvent mixing and in situ polymerization of GO

Figure 5 Evolution of liquid crystalline phases in graphene oxide dispersions containing large sheet size upon increasing the concentration. (a) At low
concentrations, large graphene oxide sheets are randomly dispersed in the solution exhibiting large excluded volume. (b) Upon increasing the concentration,
the sheets orientate parallel to each other in order to minimize the excluded volume and consequently form nematic order. (c) At the low concentration
regime, small graphene oxide sheets form a fully isotropic phase. (d) An increase in concentration does not induce spontaneous packing of the nematic
phase.2 Reproduced by permission from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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and functionalized GO with thermoplastic polyurethane.88 They found
that solution processing was more effective in distributing the thermally
reduced graphene through the polymer matrix than melt processing.
This resulted in a decrease in the amount of graphene required in the
solution-processed composite (o0.3 vol%) to achieve the same

conductivity as the melt processed composite (40.5 vol%). This
difference in composite properties was considered to be outweighed
by the ease and lower cost of the polymer extrusion process.
More recently, Wang et al.89 prepared multilayer graphene-filled

poly(vinyl chloride) composites using conventional melt-mixing

Figure 6 (a) Atomic force microscopy image of a large graphene oxide sheet. (b) Representative scanning electron microscopy images of graphene oxide
sheets. (c) The corresponding lateral size distribution of graphene oxide sheets. (d) Representative polarized optical microscopy image of liquid crystalline
graphene oxide at a graphene oxide concentration as low as 0.75mgml−1. Reprinted with permission from Aboutalebi et al.56. Copyright 2011 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co KGaA, Weinheim.

Figure 7 Representative polarized optical microscopy micrographs of liquid crystalline graphene oxide in various organic solvents at a graphene oxide
concentration of 2.5mgml−1. Reprinted with permission from Aboutalebi et al.52 Copyright 2013 American Chemical Society.
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methods that demonstrated a much lower friction co-efficient and
wear rate than pristine poly(vinyl chloride) as a result of the enhanced
toughness of the nanocomposites and the self-lubricating nature of the
graphene.
Some variations on this approach have been reported to improve

the flexural properties, electrical conductivity and percolation thresh-
old of the resulting polymer nanocomposite. For example, Kalaitzidou
et al.90 have demonstrated that initial coating of the polymer particles
by the nanocarbon using sonication in a solvent provides an improved
melt intercalated product, in this case polypropylene reinforced with
exfoliated graphite nanoplatelets. Zhan et al.87 compared the rGO-
rubber composite prepared by solution mixing and melt intercalation.
There was a marginal improvement in the mechanical properties by
melt intercalation as compared with solvent mixing.

In situ polymerization
Using this approach, CCG is produced or mixed with the monomer,
a suitable initiator is added if necessary and polymerization induced by
either by heat or radiation.74 This approach has been limited by the
lack of availability of stable CCG dispersions in organic solvents in the
presence of monomer. Therefore, in situ polymerization has most
commonly been effected in the presence of GO with simultaneous
thermal reduction to graphene. For example, polymerization of
caprolactam in the presence of GO resulting in graphene-reinforced
Nylon-6 composite91 in which the nylon chains are grafted onto both
the basal plane and periphery of the graphene. As a result, the tensile
strength of fibers prepared by melt spinning of the Nylon-graphene
composite were increased 2.1-fold and the Young’s modulus 2.4-fold
with a graphene loading of only 0.1%.91

The availability of stable dispersions of CCG particularly in organic
solvents has led to the covalent attachment of polymers to CCG by
way of in situ polymerization. Sayyar et al. have prepared covalently
functionalized polycaprolactone-CCG composites and compared them
with the analogous solution processed composites. The covalently
linked composites exhibit far better homogeneity and as a result, both
Young’s modulus and tensile strength more than double with
significant improvement in conductivity.92 In vitro cytotoxicity testing
of the materials showed good biocompatibility resulting in promising
materials for use as conducting substrates for the electrically
stimulated growth of cells.

Chemical functionalization
Chemical functionalization of either GO or CCG can be utilized to
improve the solubility/dispersibility of the nanocarbon as well as its
interactions with the polymer. This can involve simply attaching
groups to the nanocarbon to improve its noncovalent interactions
with the polymer, covalently attaching the polymer to the graphene or
providing reactive functionality on the graphene from which to form
the polymer. Considerable work has been carried out in this area and
the reader is directed to a number of significant reviews on this
topic.93–97

FABRICATION OF GRAPHENE-CONTAINING STRUCTURES

AND DEVICES

Accompanying the development of processable graphenes has been
substantial interest in the fabrication of graphene-based functional
devices using printing (ink-jet and extrusion) and fiber spinning. The
key challenges in printing and spinning graphene are production of
suitable graphene dispersions, formulation of these dispersions into

Table 4 Selected examples of solution mixing of graphenes with polymers to form polymer composites

Polymer form

of graphenea

Graphene

dispersion

solvent

Nanocarbon

amount Processing Properties of the composite Ref.

PVA-GO H2O 0.5–2% Solution Tensile stress and modulus of 2% composite increase by 92 and 167%,

respectively.

79

PVA-rGO H2O containing

0.5wt % SDBS

0.3–3% In situ reduction Tensile strength of 1.8 vol% graphene composite increases by 150%. 80

PVA-GO/SWNT and

PVA-rGO/SWNT

(fibers)

H2O (opH 2) 3.5mg/ml Solution and in situ
reduction

Tensile strength increase of 80 and 133% increase in the elastic modulus over

pure GO fibers are obtained with a 2:1 (v/v) ratio of SWCNT to GO.

81

PVA-CCG/SWNT

(fibers)

DMF 0.3 wt.% CCG and

0.3 wt.% SWNT

Solution Fibers with gravimetric toughness that approaches 1000 J g−1. 27

Polyimide-GO DMAc 0.3–5.0% Solution and thermal Tensile strength (844MPa), Young’s modulus (50.5 GPa). 83

PS-GO and PS-rGO H2O 0.1–2% Solution and in situ
reduction

PS microspheres wrapped with graphene nanosheets with low percolation

threshold and good conductivity.

84

PVC-GO THF 0.5–3.0% Solution and

sonication

Quality factor improvement from 22 to 100%. 85

Chitosan-CCG H2O 0.1–3.0% Solution and

sonication

3% Graphene hydrogel tensile strength increase of 60% in swollen state and

7× higher elongation at break. Material can be extrusion printed.

82

Polyurethane-GNSb DMF 0.1–2.0% In situ reduction Improvement in tensile strength and storage modulus by 239 and 202%. 86

Polycaprolactone-CCG DMF 0.1–5.0% Solution and

chemical

Compares covalently attached and mixed. Improved homogeneity, mechanical

and conducting (13 orders of magnitude increase) properties.

26

Natural rubber-rGO H2O 2.5–10.0% Solution sonication

and in situ reduction

~50% improvement in tensile strength. 87

Abbreviations: CCG, chemically converted graphene; DMAc, N,N-dimethylacetamide; DMF, dimethylformamide; GO, graphene oxide; GNS, graphene nanosheets; PI, polyimide; PS, polystyrene;
PU, polyurethane; PVA, poly(vinyl alcohol); PVC, poly(vinyl chloride); rGO, reduced graphene oxide; SDBS, sodium dodecylbenzenesulfonate; SWNT, single-walled nanotube; THF, tetrahydrofuran.
aGraphene oxides and reduced graphene oxides.
bGNS obtained from the reduction of GO.
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printing inks or spinning solutions and a fabrication technique. In the
following section, an overview of the recent progress regarding
printing and spinning of graphene and its composites is given.

Inkjet printing
Inkjet printing has been widely employed as an efficient technique for
the patterning of graphene sheets for the fabrication a variety of
flexible electronic devices such as a wideband dipole-antenna,98 gas
sensor99 and acoustic actuator electrodes.100 The inks used in these
applications comprise aqueous GO either thermally or chemically
reduced following printing and can be directly patterned on various
flexible substrates such as poly(ethylene terephthalate) film and paper
in high resolution. Moreover, the transparency and conductivity of the
patterns can be simply controlled by the concentration of the
GO-based ink or the number of print passes.101 In order to formulate
a printable graphene-based ink, high solubility, suitable viscosity and
low dispersion surface tension are critical parameters.102,103

To inkjet print a CCG dispersion, it is usually mixed with surfactant
to modify the surface tension and solubility,99 in contrast to GO-based
inks that have no solubility issues and can be mixed with organic
solvents to adjust their surface tension.4,98 For example, a PVA-CCG
composite has been used for inkjet printing of organic field-effect
transistors. Using the PVA as a stabilizer made it possible to formulate
a stable and printable CCG-based ink at low concentrations.104

Extrusion printing of 3D structures
Extrusion printing provides a versatile alternative for the fabrication of
graphene patterns and 3D structures by depositing a graphene solution
or molten composite, containing a thermoplastic polymer, onto a
selected substrate using a mechanically driven or pneumatically
pressurized extruder.105 In this system, standard computer aided
design software is used to design patterns and geometries followed

by extrusion printing of the customized architectures. In the case of
graphene dispersions, the rheology of the ink needs to be controlled by
concentration,4 whereas, for the composite, the polymer aids the
processing.92 CCG has been used in printed patterns for the
fabrication of flexible electronics,106 and in a composite with poly-
caprolactone as a melt extruded scaffold for tissue engineering.92 In
this latter paper, graphene/PCl composite fibers (Figures 8a and b)
were extrusion printed onto a glass substrate to form circular 3D
scaffolds (Figure 8c). Figure 8d shows a similarly sized scaffold with
alternating matched concentric circles of graphene/PCl composite
fibers and pristine PCl fibers that can be used to examine the effects of
cell growth in regions under electrical stimulation for tissue
engineering.

Wet-spinning
Wet-spinning is a fabrication process that can be used to create fibers
from a vast range of organic materials including conducting
polymers,107 carbon nanotubes108 and graphene.3 The production of
graphene fibers using wet-spinning has added a new dimension to
graphene processing and fabrication. In this method, a solution
containing graphene is injected through a spinneret in a bath
containing a non-solvent, which results in solidification of the
graphene fiber as it emerges into the coagulation bath. Graphene
fibers exploit the inherent properties of a graphene sheet and have the
type of macroscopic structure required for practical applications such
as high performance supercapacitors and batteries.
In order to wet-spin CCG, composite production is typically

required. With this approach, CCG is added to modify the electrical,
electrochemical and mechanical properties of the final fibers. Kim and
co-workers,27 have reported production of tough composite fibers
from CCG/CNTs/PVA. The gravimetric toughness approaches
1000 J g− 1, far exceeding spider dragline silk (165 J g− 1) and Kevlar

Figure 8 (a) Printed graphene/PCl fibers with different diameters. (b) Cross-section of extruded PCl fibers. (c) Graphene/PCl composite printed in the form of
a scaffold consisting fibers with a thickness of 220 μm and a pore-size of 130 μm. (d) Graphene/PCl composite and pristine PCl printed in the form of a
combined scaffold. Reprinted with permission from Sayyar et al.92
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(78 J g− 1). This toughness enhancement is consistent with the
observed formation of an interconnected network of partially aligned
CCG flakes and CNTs during solution spinning. The CCG/polymer
composite fibers are twice as strong and able to absorb 15 times higher
energy before rupture than previously reported graphene/polymer
composites. After removal of the polymer, the graphene fibers
presented a high electrochemical capacitance.
In contrast, composite-free CCG fibers can be obtained by wet

spinning LCGO dispersions and thermally or chemically reducing the
resulting fibers. As demonstrated by three recent studies, the larger the
GO sheets, the better the fiber mechanical properties.3,109,110 These
studies highlight the unique features of LCGO that make it remarkably
useful for the fabrication of a variety of graphene structures.

LCGO—a versatile material for fabrication
LCGO has added a new dimension to soft self-assembly science and
graphene fabrication. The recent understanding of the flow behavior
and tuning the rheology of the LCGO dispersion have expanded the
range of possible industrial scalable fabrication techniques for
graphene to spinning (wet and dry), printing (ink-jet and extrusion)
and coatings (spray and electrospray).4 In this context, a series of
graphene-based macroscopic structures such as strong and highly
conducting fibers and high performance supercapacitors have been
fabricated employing LCGO.3,21

The key advantage of LCGO is its self-alignment. The controllable
rheology of LCGO dispersions make them ideal for fiber fabrication.
During a process such as wet-spinning, the orientation induced by the
LC phase, combined with the additional contribution of the flow field,
creates highly ordered domains that result in strong structures without
the need for drawing and post-fabrication treatments.3

The LC state can be exploited to direct the ordered assembly of
graphene sheets in macroscopic structures via scalable fabrication
methods without the need of additional polymer or binder to aid the
processing.4 Therefore, LCGO can be fabricated by itself to produce
neat and high performance graphene architectures. It has been shown
that, over the change in the concentration, LCGO undergoes four
distinct rheological regions from a viscoelastic liquid, a transition state
consisting of viscoelastic liquid and viscoelastic soft solid, viscoelastic
soft solid and viscoelastic gel.4 Each of these unbinding regions is
suitable for unique industrial processing techniques (Figure 9). When
the viscous modulus (G″) dominates, the GO dispersion is suitable for
high rate processing methods where the dispersion must spread on
contact with the substrate such as spray coating and inkjet printing
(Figures 9a–e). On the other hand, when the elastic modulus (G′) is
high, the rheological properties suit fabrication methods requiring the
dispersion to keep its given shape, such as extrusion printing and fiber
spinning (Figures 9e–j).4

Figure 9 (a) A correlation between rheological properties and the key prerequisites for various manufacturing techniques enabled fabrication of liquid
crystalline graphene oxide via a wide range of industrial techniques. Overlaid are the approximate processing regimes for a number of industrial fabrication
techniques. (b) Photograph of electrospraying of a viscoelastic liquid of graphene oxide dispersion at a concentration of 0.05mgml−1. (c) Photograph of a
graphene oxide thin film that was spray coated and thermally reduced utilizing a transitional state to viscoelastic liquid graphene oxide dispersion of
0.25mgml−1. (d) Transparency of the spray coated-reduced graphene oxide thin films as a function of coating layers; the numbers show the number of
coating layers. (e) Ink-jet printed logo using liquid crystalline graphene oxide viscoelastic soft solid at a concentration of 0.75mgml−1. (f) As-prepared
wet-spun fibers from liquid crystalline graphene oxide viscoelastic soft solid at a concentration of 2.5mgml−1. (g) Cross-section of a wet-spun liquid
crystalline graphene oxide fiber, showing that graphene oxide sheets are stacked in layers with some degree of folding and are ordered due to the formation
of nematic liquid crystals. (h) Extrusion printed pattern using liquid crystalline graphene oxide viscoelastic gel of 4.5mgml−1. (i) Extrusion printed
three-dimensional architecture using liquid crystalline graphene oxide viscoelastic gel of 13.3mgml−1. (j) Dry-spinning of liquid crystalline graphene oxide
fibers utilizing liquid crystalline graphene oxide viscoelastic gel of 13.3mgml−1.4 Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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CONCLUSIONS/FUTURE TRENDS

Standing on the shoulders of the carbon nanotube experience,
graphene has been catapulted onto a stage where the drive and desire
for commercial returns is intense. That drive and desire is for
now tempered by a lack of knowledge in key areas that can take us
from graphite source to graphene-containing products in an
environmentally sustainable manner.
Matching and tweaking the myriad of chemistries available to the

source of graphite is the first critical step. Critical processes not
addressed in this review are the steps involved between mining
graphite to its purification and intercalation, which usually involves
mechanical separation and flotation, chemical (acid/alkali) and/or high
temperature treatment to get up 499.9% carbon, a prerequisite for
processable graphene dispersions production; with a view to bulk
processing, there is a need for exfoliation of graphite that uses
environmentally friendly processes and minimizes oxidation, without
sacrificing quality.
Developing improved non-toxic GO reduction procedures resulting

in high dispersion concentration in both aqueous and organic media,
matching chemistries that enhance functional properties and do not
compromise processing, graphene scaleup and device fabrication are
all areas that continue to require a significant research focus.
Extensive effort world-wide is in the direction of commercializing

graphene technology. This is a result of massive government funding1

along with a growing number of commercial manufacturers producing
a wide range of graphene products.
The potential of graphene is in no doubt and many of the

chemistries discussed here will undoubtedly be translated into
processes that lead to graphene-containing products. What will be
exciting will be to see how diverse the use of CCGs will become once
these chemistries have been established.
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